
Images are printed on Fuji Crystal Archive Professional 
Super Type PD Luster paper - for vivid color reproduction, 
brilliant whites, and a semi-gloss luster finish. They are 
mounted on matboard (medium sizes) or 3mm black styrene 
(L and XL sizes). These prints are ideal for framing.

Prints for Framing

Creamy Canvases

Frameless standout prints are similar to canvas, but instead of 
canvas the image is printed on the same Fuji luster photographic 
paper used for regular prints, and then mounted on a 3/4" black 
foam 'standout' so it doesn't need any frame. It's more cost-effective 
than canvas and adds a crisp, modern look to any wall.

YYou can combine several standouts together for a fun display in 
office, living room, or kitchen. Imagine seeing your dog's smiling 
face whenever you walk by!

Standouts are lightweight foam boards 
with an attractive banded hard edge 
and holes in back for easier hanging.

Canvas gallery wraps are printed on 400GSM white poly-
cotton canvas offering excellent color rendition, saturation, and 
sharpness to make your dog’s images shine! The manufacturer of 
this material is also proud to help rebuild forests by planting a 
tree for every roll of material that the print lab uses.

These canvas gallery prints are wrapped and stapled around a solid
wood frame of 1.5” in depth (2.5” in extra-lawood frame of 1.5” in depth (2.5” in extra-large sizes), so the finished
product is warp-resistant and durable. Each wrap is finished with an 
open back and wire hanging for easy display on your favorite wall.

What’s the point of having gorgeous images of your dog if they’re stuck in 
your hard drive? Indulge yourself here with everything from wall art show-
casing your dog to an iPhone case!

Scrumptious Standouts

Note: Prices exclusive of shoot fee and package rates, if 
applicable. Tax and shipping charges will apply. Prices subject to 
change at any time. 1/17 CAT

Medium (8x10, 8x12, or 12x12):   $60

Large (16x20, 16x24, or 16x16):  $135

X-Large (24x30, 24x36, or 30x30):  $450

Medium (8x10, 8x12, or 12x12):   $45

Large (16x20, 16x24, or 16x16):  $90

X-Large (24x30, 24x36, or 30x30): $150

Medium (8x10, 8x12, or 12x12):   $160

Large (16x20, 16x24, or 20x20):  $250

X-Large (24x30, 24x36, or 30x30):  $500



Note: Prices exclusive of shoot fee and package rates, if 
applicable. Tax and shipping charges will apply. Prices subject to 
change at any time. 1/17 CAT

Large (16x16, 16x20, or 16x24):  $140

X-Large (24x30, 24x36, or 30x30): $260

Medium (8x10, 8x12, or 12x12):    $120

Large (16x20, 16x16):        $190

Large (16x24):            $250

Donʼt see it here?
Want larger sizes or different 
products? Just ask me and I will 
provide a custom quote.

Some images are so crisp and fresh they just scream 
to be shown in a shiny metal format. Metal prints are 
available in Medium and Large sizes and with two 
choices of backings, as follows:

• The foam float block allows the print to stand away from the 
wall (better for lighter, smaller prints)

• The metal stando• The metal standoff post option includes metal posts to help 
a print hang away from a wall

Fabulous Fine Art
For images with a wide range of color and for a luxurious
matte look, try a fine art print. Images are printed on 
Smooth Fine Art (310GSM, 100% cotton) bright white 
cotton paper, ideal for reproducing high contrast images. 
The paper has a smooth surface and offers very high detail 
prints. Available in Large and X-Large sizes only.

Shiny Metal Prints


